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About This Game

Heaven Island is an experiential game in which you'll explore wonderful
environments and places.

On this Island, time and space are frozen and you'll be able to visit it and at the same
time explore the inner of your soul.

All problems and worries of life will be left far behind so that you'll be able to rest
your soul and mind during this experience.

The inspiration for the environments comes from the Renzo Piano designs and from
the book "Origins of Architectural Pleasure" in which the player's welfare is of

primary importance.

This game is a Massive Multiplayer Online experience in the sense that you'll be able
to connect with all other gamers and will be able to view their essence in order to be
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able to create a "Connection".

All the details you see on the Island are made by hand, every rock you see is put there
with a purpose.

We really hope you'll enjoy this wonderful experience.

Designed to be played with or without the Oculus VR, Gear VR and (soon) the Steam
Vive VR

Warning: on some Apple Macbooks, the game crashes at start. We'll fix the problem as fast as we can!
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Title: Heaven Island - VR MMO
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Fabio Ferrara, Giulia Airoldi
Publisher:
Chubby Pixel
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 570

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

Additional Notes: Available with or without the Oculus Rift DK1 and DK2

English
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I like the concept of each player trying to build up their base on their own map and only shooting missiles at each other, but it's
not very well executed. You spend all your time micromanaging problems like having enough storage space. The interface is
clumsy too. It ends up being more frustrating than fun.. Didnt get the items.. GET OUT OF MY ROOM, DAD, I'M PLAYING
MINECRAFT.

10\/10 dad simulator. If only Dream Daddy were this accurate.. Fun, but very EA. Would buy again!. This is an early access
review.
From the few hours I played it feels like all the bones of a fluid action rpg game are present. I feel like it will be fun to see what
the developer introduces in the future updates to come. The game obviously needs a bunch more work but what is presented as
early access for us to play works very well. I had no problems figuring out everything or running the game.

What I hope gets added or improved upon in future updates:

- I hope that the developer thinks about hiring someone to make music for his game. It will definitely help out with long playing
times and give the game more atmosphere. This is probably one of the most important for me.
- Inventory management improvements. Like auto sort and stuff like that. Quality of life.
- Sprites that are exclusively mini bosses. Not just reskins of others with better buffs on them.
- Make the play styles of the different classes more distinct.
- More sound effects and maybe visual effects. Something to make that last hit or that crit feel good for the player. Screen
shaking stuff like that.
- Maybe a talent tree or skill system for the individual characters rather than just the guild. With the Roguelike idea mindset.

I would say definitely check this game out it is quite fun.. Hello friends! This dlc just adds a weapon that shoots fish guts onto
people, and that attracts a shark to eat them. In my opinon, the dlc is not worth it, so get it only with the season pass.

Recommended only with season pass.. Maybe the best game ever made^^
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+ Decent graphics
+ Quality character selection(Over quantity like previous titles)
+ Good soundtrack
+ Moddable

- Excessive cancelling on combos
- No X-Men
- Smaller character roster than previous titles

Side note: Online is probably dead since this game got so much hate but I didn't even buy it to play with others so IDGAF.

Definitely better than most people say and if you need a good Marvel fix after all of the MCU hype then this might do the trick
for you, too.. I really enjoyed this game :D Fun and short. Also, the AI is smart enough to play the game, but not to the point of
cheating hard. There's also an easier setting if it's a little challenging for you. Overall, a great game! Still looking for non-local
multiplayer though :P. Absolute waste of money. I am very disappointed.. The game have a nice game concept.. Despite the
typos, it's a tidy little turn-based mech game. Battles are short and sweet, you must balance three types of resources as well as
research, production and crew training, and there are enough colour schemes to allow you to deploy the most garish mech squad
you can think of. Short and predictable story, but still worth a spin.
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